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Dear PAIMA Members,

In our last edition of PAIMA Report you
had the chance to see pictures of old
PAIMA magazines and reports. Today, I
just received the IAM Portal Magazine
with a lot of pictures from past
conventions and statements from people
who had attended, and still attend the
conventions. It was a real flashback.

On the other hand, the main subject of
The Portal magazine and one of our
topics at the PAIMA convention in
Chicago will be: The Future of our
business; what lays in front of us? We
have young and talented people and IT
but also have uncertainty on a global
basis. What can we expect and what
should we think about now that the
world is at our fingertips?

It wasn’t very long ago that we had the
Telex machine as the latest innovation.
Then came the Fax to speed up the
process. Today e-mail and apps are the
new hits. What will be the next step? In
Chicago we will try to see what the near
future will bring us. See you all in the
Windy City. Don’t forget your coats.

Best regards,

Lars Peter Lemche
President – Board of Directors

ell, this issue’s winner for the
number of stories submitted to
the PAIMA Report goes to

Boonma of Thailand with a grand total
of six stories in all; so many, in fact,
that I have given them an entire spread
to themselves. Well done Tiddy and
team. If you are wondering why you
never see your company mentioned
within these pages, the answer is
simple: because you never send
anything.

Just so you know, the process is simple. If you
have a story to tell, just write it down as best
you can in English, or in your own language
(Google Translate works wonders) and send it to
me. I’ll then work on it so it fits the style of the
magazine and … voila! You have free publicity
with very little effort. Don’t forget to send me
some high resolution pictures as well if you can
… the bigger the better.

This issue, of course, is our lead in to the annual
conference in Chicago. We have two stories:
one giving you the run down on what’s
happening at the conference; and another
giving you a few ideas about what to do in
Chicago when you get a little time off. Ever
wanted to know why it’s called ‘The Windy
City’? It’s nothing to do with the wind! Take a
look at page 14 to discover the truth.

The moving industry is going through a period
of change. Conference time is when everyone
gets the chance to learn what’s new and what
might be just around the corner. Don’t miss it.
I’ll see you there.

Steve Jordan, Editor

Letter from
the Editor
W
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raham Green (above right)
has recently completed 40
years of service with new

PAIMA member Gerson
Relocation in the UK. He is the
fourth person to achieve this
milestone with the company.

During his time with Gerson, Graham
has moved two Prime Ministers and,
according to Chris Mackley, Gerson
Relocation’s General Manager (above
left), has supported some of the
company’s most prestigious moves.

“Graham is now very much involved in
mentoring and tutoring members of the
operations and packing teams to
ensure that the legacy of service
excellence and continuity continues,”
said Chris.

Graham said that the time had gone
very quickly. He’d enjoyed working at
Gerson and had met many lovely
customers since he started. He said that
he couldn’t commit to another 40 years
but he wants to continue doing the best
work he can and keep passing on his
experience.

Graham notches up 40 years
with Gerson

5www.paimamovers.com

akanksha Bhargava, CEO of
India’s PM Relocations (PMR), has
been conferred with the National

Runner Up Award in the Lady
Transport Personality Category at the
celebrated Mahindra Transport
Excellence Awards 2018, held in New
Delhi on March 19, 2019.

The Mahindra Group - a multinational group
based in Mumbai, India - is a global federation
of companies operating in key industries
including commercial vehicles, logistics,
aerospace and defense. It is among the Forbes
Global 2000 companies.
Aakanksha said, “I am extremely delighted that

Relocations, which is so
much more than just
transport and shifting of
goods, has been recognized
at such a dynamic platform. I
received this honor on behalf
of my dedicated team at
PMR, and everyone who
inspires and encourages me
every day."

Picture above: Aakanksha Bhargava receiving
her award. L/R Rajan Wadhera, Society of
Indian Automobile Manufacturers; Amit Kumar
Ghosh, IAS, Joint Secretary - Ministry of Road
Transport & Highways;

Aakanksha Bhargava; Dr Pawan Goenka,
Managing Director, Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd
and Vinod Sahay, CEO, Mahindra Truck and
Bus Division.

Aakanksha Bhargava honored
at Mahindra Transport
Excellence Awards
A

G

n the last issue of PAIMA Report, we
made some mistakes. Sorry. Here’s our
opportunity to put the records straight.

On page 5 we said that AMR is based in Singapore,
it’s not it’s in Shanghai.

Also on page 5 we had Andy Roller working at
Stevens International but, by the time we went to
press, he’d moved to Mudanzas Gou in Mexico.

On page 20 we misspelt Larry Levine’s name as
Lavine. Sorry everyone!

I
Making amends
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urke Bros Moving Group were
delighted to once again be one
of the four main sponsors of an

event in central London at the end of
April with Heads of Mission and
diplomats from around the world,
celebrating the successes of the
diplomatic community during the last
year.

Ambassadors and High Commissioners from
over 95 countries (and diplomats from over
120 countries) attended the annual event in

the Ballroom of the Jumeirah Carlton Tower
in Knightsbridge at the end of April. Royal
warrant holder Cleave & Co produced the
unique awards for the winners.

The event saw Burke Bros present the ‘2019
Diplomat of the Year for Asia and Oceania
Award’ to the Ambassador of Afghanistan.
Ben Hingley, Corporate Sales Manager,
presented the award to His Excellency Mr
Said T Jawad, Ambassador of Afghanistan
to the UK, in great company with the BBC’s
Diplomatic Correspondent, James Landale.
Ten awards were presented in total to some

of the most influential diplomats based in the
UK in recognition of the outstanding work
and achievements of London’s diplomatic
community who are trying to better their
nations’ wellbeing.

As noted by James Landale in his speech,
Burke Bros Moving Group is a well-known
and respected organization very involved
with diplomats moving in and out of the UK.
Operating globally through their partners
within the FIDI Global Alliance, Burke Bros
Moving Group are no strangers to
performing the smoothest and most
professional of relocations, for the most
discerning of clients.

Gary Burke, Managing Director of Burke
Bros Moving Group commented: “As a local
company with strong roots in the Black
Country we always like to take the
opportunity to represent Wolverhampton at
these kind of high profile, international
events. We’ve carried out moves for
diplomats from embassies across the globe
for many years and we’re honored to
present awards to the diplomatic community
that we work on behalf of.”

Photo above left: Ben Hingley, Corporate
Sales Manager of Burke Bros Moving Group
presenting the 2019 Diplomat of the Year
from Asia and Oceania award. Received by
Shamin Jawad on behalf of His Excellency
Mr Said T Jawad, Ambassador of
Afghanistan to the UK. © Roland Kemp
www.rolandkempdiplomatic.com

6 www.paimamovers.com

Moving missions

B

t the end of 2018, Teamwork
International Moving committed to
support The Fundação Dorina

Nowill (Dorina Nowill Foundation for
the Blind) with logistics, transportation
and labor to collect, separate and
distribute books to blind children in
Brazil.

Teamwork collects the books, written in Braille,
from the printing company and takes them to its
warehouse for separating into different subjects.
They are then distributed to post offices for
sending to schools all over the country

The Fundação Dorina Nowill has worked to
support blind children in Brazil for the last 70
years. Mrs Nowill became blind when she
turned 17 and became the Ambassador for all
blind children in Brazil. She specialized at the
Teachers College at Columbia University in

New York and later got support from the WK
Kellogg Foundation who supplied all the
machinery to print the Braille books in Brazil.

Photo above: Braille books ready for dispatch

A

Teamwork supports
Foundation for the
Blind
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Burke Bros supports
Aberdovey Charity
Bike Ride 2019

s the removals and transport industry contend with the
increasing shortage of HGV drivers, UK-based Burke Bros
Moving Group has created its own solution to the skills

shortage and decided to grow its own talent.

Burke Bros said it had a successful last financial year but was hindered by
the shortage of qualified drivers. As a result, the company has invested in
developing its existing removal crews by enabling non-driving employees to
train for and acquire van and HGV licences.

Gary Burke, Managing Director explained, “As we expanded our fleet to
service a number of contracts, we needed to expand our pool of HGV class
one and class two drivers, as well as porters. In the current climate HGV
drivers are becoming increasingly hard to recruit. The existing HGV driver
population is aging and there are not enough young people coming through
to fill the void. We also realize that the cost of licence acquisition can be a
barrier to those in the industry progressing into drivers. We decided
to bridge the skills gap by making the investment in our own crews
and grow our own talent!”

The Freight Transport Association (FTA) estimates there is a shortfall
of 43,000 - 45,000 HGV drivers and the Road Haulage
Association (RHA) has suggested it is closer to 60,000. The driver
shortage is believed to be increasing as the number of drivers
retiring from the industry exceeds new entrants.

Dave Colley, Burke Bros’ Operations Manager added, “We’ve
already put six of our porters through licences to drive our small
packing vans and after several months experience driving the
smaller vans, we’ve successfully put four drivers through their HGV
class 2 licences to drive our large multi-purpose road vans. We’re
looking to continue rolling this training out to keep developing our
staff.” Alongside developing its existing removals staff, Burke Bros
Moving Group is continuing to recruit HGV class one and two
drivers and porters.

Picture above: L/R removal crew members: Tom Asprey, Chris
Davies, Amir Cullen and Steve Ball completing HGV driver training.

A

Burke Bros trains its own
HGV drivers

urke Bros Moving Group was pleased to again
be the official logistics provider for the annual
Wolverhampton to Aberdovey, Wales, Charity

Bike Ride held on 21 June. The company supplied
both storage and transport for more than 700 riders
and West Midlands Police G division for the 105-mile
charity bike ride from the city of Wolverhampton in
the West Midlands, UK, to the Welsh seaside town of
Aberdovey.

Burke Bros Moving Group’s Managing Director, Gary Burke
(pictured below), also entered the event and chose to fundraise
for Birmingham Children’s Hospital. Along with support from
fellow international movers, he has raised funds for the charity to
help them develop new and improved approaches to treating
some of the sickest children in the UK.

Several Burke Bros vehicles were required at the event to transfer
luggage and belongings to Aberdovey in Wales and then return
hundreds of bikes back to the Midlands. The bikes were then
safely held and re-distributed from the company’s bonded stores
at the end of the event.

Event organizer, Greg Evans said, “I have used Burke Bros for
some years now to assist in moving and storing hundreds of road
bikes used in the annual Wolverhampton to Aberdovey Charity
Bike Ride. Each year the event gets bigger, and staff at Burke
Bros deliver to the highest standards. The planning before the
event is seamless, and the efficiency shown on ride day is second
to none, as they load hundreds of thousands of pounds worth of
bikes for transportation back to Wolverhampton. To organize
such an event is a huge task, however when we work with
professionals such as those at Burke Bros it makes that task so
much easier.”

Last year, the event raised £184,130 to support a number of
charities. Organizers are hoping to achieve a final amount of
£200,000 from this year’s event.

B
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oonma has
recently
expanded its

pet services by
adding five
categories of
animals to its
animal logistics
service: horses,
livestock, zoos and
aquariums, pets,
and lab research
animals.

Recently, Boonma
Animal Mobility

displayed the company showcase at the Budapest
Conference to all Animal Transportation Association
(ATA) members and visited Budapest Zoo. "As the
industry leader in household and pet relocation, our
teams have been flying ever higher and plan to move
the larger species of live animals. As the true industry
leader, we prove and keep moving higher for all of our
customers!" said Tiddy S Teerawit (pictured above),
Executive Director of Boonma Animal Mobility.

nown as TEA, the Thai Exhibition
Association was founded in 2007.
One of the objectives of the

Association is to promote the
operation and servicing of national
and international exhibitions for
exhibitors and visitors.

Recently at the Annual General Meeting, TEA
members voted 14 people as a new Board of
Directors 2019-2020. On behalf of Boonma
Expo Mobility, Tiddy S Teerawit has been
elected to sit on the new Board of Directors for
two years.

"We have been a member of TEA for two
years,” Tiddy explained. “This year, it's a good

time for us to help the industry to promote the
international standards of Thailand facilities
and services for local and overseas exhibitors;
and to cooperate with the government and the
private sectors including organizers,
associations, companies and individuals."

Picture above: Tiddy S Teerawit
(2nd from the right)

K
Boonma elected to the Board of Directors for TEA

www.paimamovers.com8

Boonma expands
from pet to live
animal mobility at
ATA Budapest

is Majesty King Maha
Vajiralongkorn (Rama X)
completed his enthronement

rituals to become the 10th King of
the Chakri Dynasty, honoring
venerable traditions and customs,
on the days of the Royal
Coronation at the Grand Palace in
Bangkok on May 4-6. Day one of
the three-day auspicious and
symbolic ceremony was the most
significant in the coronation
ceremony, which consisted of a
purification bath, the anointment,
the crowning of the King and the

investiture to declare his regal
power.

Boonma management and staff in yellow
shirts (yellow is considered the color of
Monday, the day of birth of the current
monarch) gathered outside the Grand
Palace to join the Royal Coronation of
King Rama X. “The special event is
considered a once-in-a-lifetime historic
occasion for all of us!" said Tiddy S
Teerawit, Executive Director.

Picture above: Boonma joins the
ceremony

Boonma in yellow shirts joins a
historic ceremony of Thailand

H

Many PAIMA members go from one year to the next without ever sending in anything for publication in
PAIMA Report. However, some are much more productive. This time Boonma from Thailand has sent in six

contributions so we thought they deserved a section of the magazine all to themselves.

B
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oonma Bangkok
Headquarters has flown a
team of four key managers

to conduct the first intensive,
week-long training and
workshop for the staff at the
company’s Chiang Mai branch.

The first session included in-room
training such as marketing, cross-
selling, up-selling, pricing and
operations. The second session

included workshop and customer visits
in various sectors such as international
schools, museum, pet farms, etc. "It's
our common practice to jump as far as
possible at the beginning of the year to
boost our business volume while our
energy is still fresh," said Tiddy S
Teerawit, Executive Director of Boonma
Group.

Photo above: Staff training at Boonma
in Chaing Mai.

Boonma staff training and
workshop 2019

9www.paimamovers.com

B

rganized by the Department of
International Trade Promotion (DITP),
Ministry of Commerce, ‘STYLE

Bangkok’ is an international trade fair that
offers the widest array of lifestyle products.
Occupying an exhibition space of more
than 40,000 square meters, the fair
combines three mega trade shows:
Bangkok International Fashion Fair and
Bangkok International Leather Fair (BIFF &
BIL); Bangkok International Gift Fair and
Bangkok International Houseware Fair
(BIG+BIH); and Thailand International
Furniture Fair (TIFF).

Boonma was selected by the Thai Government to
have a booth at the DITP Logistic Service Pavilion to
offer on-site advice on trade logistics with professional
delivery service and other related businesses, e.g.
packing, customs, freight, live animals, etc. during
April 17-21, 2019.

"STYLE Bangkok has become the center stage for
approximately 1,000 brands with over 1,800 booths
from local, regional, and international vendors to
display their creations for the world to see in true Thai
style. Boonma team is always selected to play at the
front role," said Tiddy S Teerawit, Executive Director.

Picture above: Left: Daeng Parawatee, Service
Manager. Right: Mongkol N, Event Manager.
Standing centre: Tiddy S Teerawit, Executive Director

O

Boonma stand at
STYLE Bangkok
Logistics Pavilion

uring the 11th Annual
Convention of the Asian
Relocation Association (ARA),

Boonma Mobility invited and
received overseas delegates to
visit the office and facilities at its
Chiang Mai Branch. There were
45+ delegates from over 24
countries attending the annual
convention this year, a new
record.

"We are very pleased to organize a
welcome tour for our industry peers to
visit our Northern Regional facilities,”
said Tiddy S Teerawit, Executive Director
of Boonma Mobility. “Boonma Chiang
Mai Branch has extended services to
clients in nine provinces in the north of
Thailand for our core services, e.g.
household removal, pet relocation, fine
arts transport, expo logistics, etc.”

Photo above: ARA delegates visit
Boonma in Northern Thailand.

Boonma welcomes ARA delegates
at Chiang Mai, Thailand

D
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staggering 40% of food produced
in the United States is wasted and
Adam Lowry was determined to

do something about it. His idea was
simple; to educate the public about
food waste and make it easy for
people to donate unwanted food to
local pantries and food banks. Adam
knew from his time in the moving
business that people moving home
often threw away perfectly good food
that had been languishing in their
cupboards, rather than taking it with
them to their new address. If moving
companies could be persuaded to help
by collecting that food and delivering it
to the food banks, people who would
otherwise go hungry could be fed.

Adam, who has a degree in marketing and
previously ran special events for Mercedes-
Benz, used his talents to launch a campaign to
get moving companies on board and turn his
vision into reality. “We produced educational
material to let people know what the need is
and encourage them to donate unwanted non-
perishable food when they move house,” said
Adam. “Reducing waste is something most

people really care about and moving
companies were keen to demonstrate their
Corporate Social Responsibility by getting
involved. We now have over 1,000 moving
companies on board throughout the United
States and Canada and a team of 13 people
here in New Jersey to support them.”

Transport is always the most expensive element
of collecting and distributing food, so the role
the moving companies play is vital. “Our
partner companies simply collect the donated
food as part of the move and take it back to
their warehouse before delivering it once a
month to a local food bank, which we’ve
connected them to,” said Adam. “The cost to
the moving company is minimal and is more
than made up for by the goodwill it generates
in the community.”

As well as collecting food from people moving
house, Move for Hunger also organizes Food
Drives and Food Rescue events. “Last year we
organized about 1,000 events across the
country where our moving companies helped
by transporting the food to the food banks,”
said Adam. “For every dollar saved in gasoline
the food banks estimate they can feed up to
five people.”

During its first ten years Move for Hunger has
expanded beyond all recognition but Adam
and his team have no intention of slowing
down. “Along with our moving partners we’re
now working with some of the world’s leading
relocation management companies, corporate
housing providers and furniture rental
companies to rescue food when their clients
move on,” said Adam.

Asked if there were plans to expand Move for
Hunger beyond the United States Adam
replied, “Although I’d like to do more globally,
there is unfortunately still so much to do here,
and we’ve already expanded into Canada.
However, we will help people in other countries
set up their own similar schemes by sharing our
model with them and providing them with the
material they need to get started.”

Move for Hunger is a 501(c)3 registered non-
profit organization funded by a joining fee
from its members, support from corporate
organizations and donations from private
individuals.

A

The Move for Hunger organization, that collects food from moving company’s customers and
delivers it to hungry people, this year celebrates its 10th anniversary. Since its inception the
organization has provided over 15 million meals to people in the US and Canada.

Move for
Hunger
celebrates its
10th birthday
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century ago, Carl Suddath had
little more than a dream when he
bought a failed moving company

to start up his own business. Armed
with a couple of small trucks, two
mules and a cart, Suddath saw
opportunity in a 7,000-square-foot
warehouse. Today, The Suddath
Companies celebrates its 100th
anniversary as a transformed
company that is driving change and
innovation across the moving, mobility
and logistics industries.

The $600-million company moves more than
70,000 households annually, including
managing the moves of about 30,000 US
service men and women. It also provides
mobility, relocation, and logistics services in
more than 150 countries across the globe and
is North America’s largest commercial mover,
providing services for some of the most
recognized companies in the world.

The Suddath Companies has earned a name
for its innovative use of technology to
streamline and improve its various industry
sectors such as logistics, mobility and corporate
moves, including specialty environments like
medical, high-tech or food-grade facilities. In
the last year alone, Suddath’s innovation
earned two prestigious industry awards. The
CIO 100 Award honored Suddath’s ‘Tracker’
program, which it developed in-house to keep
precise track of even the smallest items,
allowing clients to know exactly where their
inventory is and alerting them when their items
have been delivered and set up. The company
also received a Digital Edge 50 International
Technology Award for another of its
innovations, the patented ‘Estimator’ platform,
which significantly improves the customer
experience by shortening the turnaround time
for quotations and contracts, while improving
the quality and accuracy of estimates.

“Suddath is always innovating to drive positive
change and deliver a better experience for our
customers,” said Mike Brannigan, President

and CEO for The Suddath Companies.
“We’ve made it to 100 years old by staying
true to our core values while also evolving to
meet the demands of a changing
marketplace. For generations, we’ve
committed to innovation, to investing in our
people and to meeting customer needs with
quality service - from acquiring successful
smaller operations around the world to
developing award-winning technologies
that improve everything from
warehouse management to
corporate office moves or
personal relocations.”

From its humble beginnings,
The Suddath Companies
has become an international
success story – an
established global leader
moving people, products
and businesses through its
30 locations and more than
2,200 employees
worldwide. That lone 7,000-
square-foot facility in 1919
has grown to 3 million
square feet of warehouse
space throughout the US and
Europe.

“My grandfather’s drive and
determination gave rise to a
company that is now
connecting people and businesses
across the world through the use of
superior technology and innovative
processes,” said Steve Suddath, Chairman
of the Suddath Board of Directors. “Our
company’s success is built on our customers’
trust in our capabilities. I’m proud of our great
work over the last 100 years and excited to
see the impressive innovations we achieve in
the future.”

The company recently announced the launch
of a new brand, Sterling Lexicon, built on its
acquisitions of two of the mobility industry’s
most trusted leaders in the US and UK: Sterling

Mobility and Lexicon Relocation. The new
brand provides end-to-end mobility services
adapted to conform to the cultures of different
companies and personalized to meet the needs
of individual employees.

www.paimamovers.com12

A

Suddath: driving
innovation for
100 Years

“Suddath is always
innovating to drive

positive change and deliver
a better experience for our

customers.”
Mike Brannigan

President and CEO
for the Suddath Companies
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YOUR PARTNER IN AUSTRIA
We are the market leader for global moving transport and relocation 

services in Austria. That is why we fundamentally place the 
primary focus on the requirements of our customers, irrespective 

of whether they are private individuals or companies.

SOBOLAK International GmbH Media owner: SOBOLAK International GmbH,  
Stockerauer Straße 161, 2100 Leobendorf, Austria / Europe;  

Graphics: Studio Ideenladen, Krems; Photo: Adobe Stock

IAM
International Association of Movers

TM

obolak International is an
owner-operated company and
was founded in 1973. The

company is managed by Reinhold
Karpisek (pictured, who will attend
PAIMA’s conference) and is a
founding member of one-group
(www.one-group.org). The
company offers a wide range of
moving and DSP services in Vienna,
Linz and Salzburg.

This year Sobolak has launched its new
website. The company has also partnered
with VOXME and use its online survey tool
and of course its electronic survey
application which integrates with the move
management software.

Andreas Eibel, the company’s sales
manager, said he was very happy to
be Austria’s PAIMA member as an
increasing number of his trading
partners are already part of the
group.

“Also, we do have business to Latin
America and strive to strengthen all our
business relationships with personal
friendships,” he said. “We believe that
PAIMA and their members share our
business approach and we are sure that
our business volume from a small country
like Austria has some value for the
Association.”

S

Sobolak: PAIMA’s
link in Austria
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elcome to our 2019 convention
in the city of Chicago. As Frank
Sinatra sang in his famous old

song, “bet your bottom dollar you’ll
lose the blues in Chicago!”

‘Old blue eyes’ was right, Chicago, America’s
third largest city, is bustling with life and
energy guaranteed to lift your spirits and get
you in the mood for another great PAIMA
convention.

Don’t worry about Chicago’s reputation as the
‘Windy City’ by the way. The nickname was
cooked up by a New York newspaper editor
in 1893 to discredit the city’s bid to hold a
large international exhibition. He won. The
winner turned out to be Cincinnati, and the
bogus claim that Chicago is a windy place
has endured ever since.

While there will be plenty to keep members
busy and entertained during the convention,
there will be plenty of free time to enjoy this
exciting city and explore its many attractions
during your stay. So, what does Chicago have
to offer? Let’s start with food.

What to eat
It may be a little obvious in an American city,
but you just have to try Chicago’s famous
Deep-Dish Pizza. Calling this a pizza is
something of an understatement. The pie is a
good inch thick with a buttery crust lining filled
with mountains of mouth-watering ingredients
such as sausage, onions, green peppers and
olives, layered with creamy mozzarella and
topped with tomato sauce. Not recommended
for those on a diet, but yummy for those who
don’t care!

Ever since the glory days of Dodge City cattle
drives and the railroad east, Chicago has
been famous for its meat. And where there’s

good meat there’s a
good barbecue! Check
out Chicago style ribs
and steaks, prepared
using a mixture of
techniques influenced by
Eastern European immigrants and recipes from
the Southern States. The result is a blend of
flavors that is truly unique. Wash it down with
a strong local beer, of which there are many,
to complete a memorable meal. Thankfully the
days of prohibition are long gone.

A spot of culture
If you fancy a taste of the local culture take a
trip to the Museum of Contemporary Art
(MCA) on East Chicago Avenue. The MCA’s
collection includes more than 2,500 works of
art created from the 1920s to the present day,
as well as many visiting exhibitions featuring
artists from both the United States and around
the world.

Animal magic
Chicago’s Lincoln Park Zoo is a world of
animal magic set in a green oasis amidst the
sky-scrapers and apartment blocks of the city.
Here you’ll see gorillas climbing trees in their
natural environment, hear lions roaring in
spacious savannas, oblivious to the sound of

the busy traffic, and experience the steamy
heat of a tropical rain forest. A treat not to be
missed.

Shopping
For those in need of a bit of retail therapy,
Chicago has it all. Head for Michigan Avenue
and check out the Magnificent Mile, home of
three major shopping centers each with their
own distinct appeal. Whatever you’re looking
for, be it a Gucci handbag or a bargain
designer jacket from a luxe fashion outlet, you
won’t be disappointed. When you’re done,
head for the 100-story John Hancock building
and admire the magnificent city views from the
rooftop observation deck.

Whatever you decide to do in Chicago,
remember Frank’s old song about those who
visit this extraordinary city, “They have the
time, the time of their life!”

Enjoy the 2019 convention.

W
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the blues in
Chicago!
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he PAIMA convention is upon us
again, this year at the Hyatt in
Chicago. The highlight of the

moving calendar for all PAIMA
members. As PAIMA has been
growing over the last few years the
Chicago event will be the first for
many and everyone, founder member
or new recruit, is very welcome.

There will be plenty to discuss in the business
sessions and the new members will have a little
time on stage to introduce themselves. There
will also be the return of the very popular one-
to-one meetings that have been such a hit over
the last couple of years.

Golf at Harborside
The first gathering of friends will be at the sixth
annual PAIMA golf tournament, this year to be
held at the newly-renovated Harborside

International Golf Club. In 2017, Harborside
completed a $1.7 million bunker renovation.
The ambitious improvements have, according
to the club, improved playability and
conditioning of the golf course by implementing
industry-leading bunker technology throughout
both courses. It will be interesting to see what
that looks like in the real world! The project has
also helped highlight the natural beauty of
Harborside's native areas and wildlife and has
expanded the cityscape and Lake Calumet
vistas throughout this iconic Chicago golf
destination.

The Harborside International Golf Club has
two exceptional courses, Port & Starboard.
They were designed by renowned architect
Dick Nugent. Apparently, the two-time Masters
Champion Ben Crenshaw, during the
Champions Tour 2002, compared Harborside
to Muirfield in Scotland, the site of 15 Open
Championships won by the likes of Els, Faldo,
Watson, Nicklaus, Player, Hagen and Vardon.
Harborside's two golf courses are regularly
rated in Golfweek's Top 50 Best Municipal
Courses in the USA and in the top 15 in the
State of Illinois.

As last year, the tournament will be a
‘Scramble’ format that allows all players, of
whatever level, to play, enjoy the day and
finish at the same time. As usual there will be
1st, 2nd and 3rd place prizes as well as
‘Closest to the Pin’ and ‘Longest Drive’ trophies
for both the women’s and men’s competitions.
Even if you are not a golfer, it’s a great day out
– so why not have a go.

PAIMA One-to-One Networking
Central
Back by popular demand, we will be
celebrating our 3rd annual PAIMA One-To-One
Networking Central on October 2 in the
afternoon, straight after lunch following our
General Assembly, between 1:20 and 4:20
pm. All enrolled convention attendees will
receive an e-mail invitation about four weeks
before the event. The invitation will enable you
to set up a total of nine (9) twenty-minute
meetings with other PAIMA companies and key

decision makers that are attending the
conference. It’s a great way to get some quality
meetings checked off your list prior to the start
of the IAM madness.

Teambuilding on the river
Yes, we’ll be taking to the water once again at
PAIMA with a trip on the Chicago River aboard
the Odyssey riverboat (top). As well as food
and liquid refreshments we’ll have a
teambuilding element mixed with an
educational tour of the city, seen from a
different perspective, including some of Chi-
Town’s most famous landmarks, skyscrapers
and history. Odyssey docks immediately in
front of the Hyatt hotel so access will be easy
for everyone.

Party time!
No PAIMA conference would be complete
without a party and, on the occasion of the
35th PAIMA conference, we’ll be off for a short
bus ride to the PAIMA Chicago Jazz Closing
Party. The venue is a nondescript building
tucked away from the world’s gaze but where
wonders are created. What the outside world
doesn’t know is that this building houses the
vast Goose Island Barrel House, the home of
the renowned Bourbon County Brand Stout and
a host of world-class beers gently aging and
waiting to be released to an adoring public.
Within the Barrel House is a unique event
space that is part Kentucky rickhouse and part
Napa winery; it is a tribute to Chicago's
industrial past and a unique experience. As
well as food, drink and entertainment there will
be a guided tour to put everything into
perspective. Live jazz music will be provided
this year as well by the exquisitely cool
Chicago Diamond Trio. Buses will leave at
6:30 sharp so don’t be late.

T

What you can expect at PAIMA in Chicago 2019
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REMOVALS
Your One Stop 
Shop Down Under

AUSTRALIA
rates@conroyremovals.com.au
conroyremovals.com.au
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udinmar Mobility in Spain has
opened a new warehouse in the
nation’s capital, Madrid.

The new facility is in the municipality of
Arganda del Rey to the south-east of the city,
complementing the head office in Valencia and
branches in the Balearics and the Canary
Islands. Services from all locations include:
international removals, vehicle transport, pet
transport, packing and transport of works of
art and exhibition logistics.

Mudinmar Mobility offers its trade
partners instant quotes for services through
the Matt Moving System covering the whole of
Spain, including the Balearics and Canary
Islands. In addition to consolidated groupage
services to the main South American countries
such as Mexico, Argentina, Venezuela,
Colombia and Chile it also offers groupage
facilities from South America to Europe.

Currently Mudinmar employs more than 30
people with a fleet of 18 vehicles, has 3,500
m2 of logistics warehouses and manages
international removals in more than 200
countries around the world.

M

Mudinmar Mobility opens
new Madrid warehouse
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Mudinar at the FEDEM
9th annual conference

FEDEM (La Federación Española de Empresas de Mudanzas) the Spanish moving federation, held its 9th
annual conference in Valencia from 9-12 May. The event was attended by 160 people from 80

companies. The event was organised by Mudinmar Mobility & Mudanzas Levante..
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STRANSCOM,
the transportation
department for the

US military, is currently
considering outsourcing
the entire US military moving
contract to a single company in
an effort to improve service for
personnel. However, both the AMSA
(American Moving and Storage
Association) and IAM (International
Association of Movers) have
challenged the report of the meeting
hosted by General Stephen Lyons,
Commander of US Transportation
Command (USTC), to discuss potential
ideas to improve the relocation
process for service members.

The industry members who attended did not
feel that the subsequent press release from
USTRANSCOM (USTC) Public Affairs
accurately reflected the mood of the meeting.
According to IAM, there are two specific
statements in the press release that moving
industry attendees felt were inaccurate. The
first statement was, “Industry and DoD leaders
agree the existing model no longer makes
sense.” No industry or association attendee
agreed that the current model “no longer
makes sense”. However, nearly everyone
offered ideas on how the current model could
be improved to benefit the program.

Additionally, most of the attendees said that
the single-source contract model would work
against the General’s desired outcome.
In addition, IAM said that the statement
“package carriers scale capacity to manage
holiday demand” ignores a number of realities
associated both with package carriers and
with DoD’s moving industry service providers.

IAM added that industry leaders completely
agree that the mutual goal is to provide
military members with the best move possible.
However, most of the industry attendees felt
their voices were collectively ignored and that
the meeting may have been used as an
opportunity to put a pre-ordained spin on the
Global Household Goods contracting effort.
The vast majority of the DoD moving and
storage industry believes this initiative will
negatively impact the existing DoD household
goods infrastructure and doesn’t actually take
the necessary steps to provide the increased
quality capacity championed by the General.
Most DoD moving industry service providers
believe they have the expertise to make
significant improvements in the current
program without the DoD risking the existing
committed capacity.

Paul Milotte, Vice President of Government
Affairs for AMSA, said that the USTC
continues to push forward this proposal

without fact-based assessments of how it will
affect service members and the businesses that
serve them. “Telling over 900 transportation
service providers that the only way to fix the
program is to privatize management of it to a
commercial provider, then hosting listening
sessions, and then proceeding as planned
anyway, despite expressed opposition, does
not constitute partnering with our industry,” he
said. “Listening to our concerns and actually
addressing them are two totally different
things. How can the USTC accurately forecast
our industry’s participation in this new scheme
when they have not clearly told us what the
new rules will be?”

“Professional movers take great pride in the
role they serve relocating our nation’s military
families,” said AMSA President and CEO
Scott Michael. “We agree with the USTC that
current program rules can be improved. We
fear, however, that handing this program over
without first seriously addressing the perennial
problems with it simply risks shifting blame
from the Department of Defense to a
contractor. In that scenario, the service
member loses. We want to work together with
the Department of Defense, and other
stakeholders, to improve the service for
military families, but most decisions are being
made behind closed doors.”

U
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AMSA and IAM challenge
the US Department of Defense
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otal Bolivian Moving SRL has joined
the PAIMA network. The La-Paz-
based company, run by Angela

Castillo and her son Carlos Ramos, was
founded in 2015 and now employs 31
people.

Although the company has been trading for only
four years, Angela and Carlos are no strangers
to the moving business with Angela having more
than 29 years’ experience in the moving
business, having previously worked in another
moving company before starting her own
company. In 2003 Angela also founded Express
Cargo Transports SRL, which specializes in the
transportation of medium and high-tonnage
loads, and is now an integral part of Total
Bolivian Moving SRL.

“We offer a complete international moving
service to and from all parts of Bolivia,

not just La-Paz,” said
Carlos. “We handle
everything ourselves,
including the
transportation of sea
containers using our own
high-tonnage vehicles. This
means we keep full control of every
shipment, including customs
clearance, from the moment it
arrives at the port to its final
destination in Bolivia.”

As well as general household goods, Total
Bolivian Moving specializes in moving valuable
works of art and recently received the Maria
Nuñez del Prado award for the packaging and
management of works of art from Bolivia’s
National Museum of Art. Other services include
pet relocation, vehicle shipments and the
transportation of biological samples and
dangerous goods.

“Our quality and experience in packing and
handling led to the award from Bolivia´s
National Museum of Art,” said Angela.
“That resulted in us gaining many new clients,
especially in the diplomatic corps. Our passion
and experience in this business, combined with
our knowledge and constant updating of our

customs procedures, allows us to provide a
personalized service. I am very grateful to God
for the team we have,” said Angela.

In common with many PAIMA members, Total
Bolivian Moving SRL is a member of the
International Association of Movers (IAM), but
Carlos said he also enjoys being a member of a
smaller group. “I first visited a PAIMA convention
in San Diego a few years ago and because it’s a
much smaller group than IAM I found people
have more time to sit down and talk and get to
know each other,” said Carlos. “I’m looking
forward to building more business relationships
with PAIMA members and can promise them a
first-class service here in Bolivia.”

Total
Bolivian
Moving
SRL joins
PAIMA
T
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ne of the UK’s most
experienced and respected
international moving

companies, Gerson Relocation Ltd,
has recently joined the PAIMA
network. The company, based in
Potters Bar, just outside of London,
was founded in 1961 and is now
part of the AGM Group, which
incorporates three other UK moving
companies, Abels, Momentous and
GMS. Gerson specializes in the
corporate relocation market and
has over 15 years’ experience in
providing full moving and DSP
services for assignees relocating to
the UK.

Russell Start - former managing director at
Pickfords - joined the AGM Group as
managing director in 2018 and is
particularly interested in expanding
Gerson’s corporate business in Latin
America and the Caribbean regions.
Russell said, “While we are reasonably

well represented in the USA, Europe, the
Far East and Australasia, our business in
Latin America and the Caribbean, where
we used to be very active, has declined in
recent years and I’m keen to put that right.
By joining the PAIMA network I’m looking
forward to forming new partnerships that
will help us gain a larger portion of these
expanding markets.”

Gerson Relocation is already a member of
FIDI, OMNI (Overseas Moving Network
International), Harmony, EuRA (European
Relocation Association), IAM (International
Association of Movers) and BAR (British
Association of Removers), so why join
PAIMA?

“I was mainly attracted by PAIMA’s
involvement in the Latin American market,
but I also like the smaller family feel of the
Association,” said Russell. “I’m particularly
looking forward to the conference in
Chicago later this year and meeting some
of the other members. As always, the

meeting is being held alongside the IAM
conference, which means less time away
from the office and lower travel costs.”

O

Gerson Relocation
joins PAIMA
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teve Jordan, PAIMA Report
Editor, and Ray daSilva from
Mobility Exchange, have

worked together to create a new
webinar intended to help moving
companies get their information
published more easily in industry
magazines.

Steve said that in these days of wall-to-wall
social media, many of the skills and
techniques for getting a story published in
the mainstream press have largely been
forgotten and consequentially the chances
of companies gaining free publicity in
magazines, newspapers and electronic
media have been severely reduced.

The new webinar is available on the IAM
Learning website. It provides tips and
advice from Steve who has worked in the
media for over 25 years both as an editor
and a creator of content for other
magazines. During the seven-minute
presentation, Steve explores the differences
between social and mainstream media and
gives 10 valuable tips on how to get your
story published professionally, for free.

The webinar is available to everyone, not
just IAM (International Association of
Movers) members, so take a look at the
IAM Learning website and invest a few
minutes of your coffee break to see how it’s
done. It could be the most profitable seven
minutes of your day!

S

Getting in
the press:
free
webinar

odi Cargo International
continues to focus on the
expansion of its international

relocation capabilities, servicing
customers around the globe. With
the recent addition of Chad Francis
(above right), VP of Sales, the
company intends to grow this
division significantly, transforming
its international reach.

Chad brings significant experience and
expertise to the international relocation
efforts at Rodi Cargo, transforming and
expanding its international business. His
past experiences include all facets of
business development and operations for
customers’ international moving and
relocation needs.

Beginning his career at a large relocation
firm shortly after graduating from
University of New Hampshire, he quickly
gained expertise in the moving industry.
After managing multiple worldwide
corporate moves for Fortune 500
companies, he was later promoted to
operations manager where his team
provided top-quality international
relocation services. He continued
throughout his career, gaining experience
on the business development side as well
as managing teams handling all
operational aspects. Many in the industry
recognize his name as he has built long-
standing relationships, and grown

businesses to unexpected levels, all while
providing top-notch customer service.

Since joining Rodi Cargo in April of
2019, he has embraced the company’s
strategic imperatives of expanding the
international business division, while
maintaining a high level of quality and
customer focus. Rodi Cargo is already
realizing significant benefits of bringing
Chad on board. Chad will take an active
role in representing Rodi Cargo at various
trade organizations and industry
conventions. He currently lives in
Madison, Connecticut with his wife,
Jennifer and two sons, George (6) and
Evan (4).

In a separate announcement Rodi Cargo
has named Macarena Scalia (above left)
as its relocation account manager.
Macarena is a well-connected and
talented moving professional with over
22 years of experience. In her new role,
Macarena will focus on account
management activities for Rodi’s key
industry partners around the world.
Macarena will focus on further developing
the company’s international agent
business, which has been growing
steadily during the past few years.

Macarena said she was excited for this
new role and adventure. This has been in
the making for many years and she is
thrilled it finally came to fruition.

R

Chad Francis and
Macarena Scalia
join Rodi Cargo
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am Francesco Argirò (pictured right and
inset), President of the Bliss Corporation
Group, specialists in Italy for global

mobility services. All my companies have
been founded with a clear picture of what
the ‘focusing’ concept is, but don’t worry
we’ll get to it ….

One of the books that made the history of
entrepreneurship, written by the great Al Ries,
considered by many as one of the founding fathers
of marketing, underlines the difference between:
niche or focused companies; and those that diversify
their services’ production/offer.

Even though the second can generate positive
incomes in the short term, they however lose
competitiveness in the long term because they
replace the opportunity to be focused on the market
with the practice of offering everything. Indeed, it is
well-known that those who offer everything, actually
offer nothing!

This same view can also be found in another text
which is very popular at an international level, Blue
Ocean Strategy (written by Chan Kim and Renée
Mauborgne), based on some reflections that are
similar and complementary to those of Al Ries.

If Ries suggests we should focus on the so-called
niche, Chan Kim talks about the importance of
creating one’s own markets (blue oceans) where
there is no competition, leaving instead the
competitors to continue struggling fiercely and keep
on working the old way.

What did I do with Bliss?
Just a little over ten years ago I decided to become
part of the international moving market, treasuring
the teachings of said business masters. The first
company I founded was Bliss Moving & Logistics. As
far as this line of work is concerned, there is really a
fierce competition within the Italian market. The great
majority of companies do not correctly differentiate
themselves from one another and are more or less
perceived as ‘one is as good as another’.

What did I do with Bliss? I really focused on the
standardization and offer of a service that was to be
perceived as more than just a removal. Whoever

chooses Bliss knows that they ‘hold the
keys to their own lives, without any kind
of stress’. This vision has been
appreciated and acknowledged by our
customers, and it has been proven by the
results we have achieved.

Immediately after Bliss Moving &
Logistics, I founded Bliss Pet Services.
Here the focusing aspect expressed all its
might. I could have entered the market of
the international transfer of pets through
Bliss Moving, but I would have breached
one of the golden rules suggested by Al
Ries: losing your focus means losing your
identity. I wanted to be ‘the specialist’; and I
succeeded. Today choosing Bliss Pets means
treating your furry friend as a VIP!

Finally, a few years ago I decided to complete the
global mobility circle by creating a new brand,
strongly focused on relocation services. This brand,
Bliss Relocation, is also growing fast.

Let’s sum up
This article has not been written for self-
celebration or to brag about myself.
Instead, it involves giving very important
advice to anyone thinking of
structuring a new business and
creating something completely new.

Offering a customer an efficient
service, particularly during the
present historical period
characterized by hyper-
competition, involves also making
the right business choices and
structuring one’s company in such
a way as to satisfy a need in a
well-focused and targeted manner.

Do you think you can meet this
challenge? If you are interested in
facing or discussing this topic with
me, please send an e-mail to
francesco.argiro@blisscorp.it, I’ll
be happy to exchange my ideas
and opinions with you!

I

The secret of my success
In just 10 years, PAIMA member Bliss has
become a significant player in the Italian and
global moving world. Here, Francesco Argirò
explains why he has been successful.
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uropean Removal & Storage Co.,
Denmark is a recent new member
of PAIMA and the only PAIMA

member in Denmark. The company
started operating in 1995 with its
current owner, Keld Gissemann taking
over in 1999.

Keld has spent most of his working life in the
moving industry and is a well-known figure
both in the local community and on the
international moving stage. The company is a
founding member of EUROMOVERS
International (2004) and joined IAM in 2004.
It also operates to a Total Quality Management
standard that complies with DIN EN ISO
9001: 2000 and meets EN 12522 (furniture
removal); EN 12507 (transportation); and EN
14873 (storage).

Networking has always been important to
Keld recognizing that a strong agency network
was essential to his business. It was for this
reason that Keld chose to join PAIMA following
last-years conference arguing that the more
people you know the more easily you are able
to solve problems as they come along.

Keld was encouraged to join PAIMA by Lars
Lemche, who, as a fellow Dane, recognised
the opportunity it would provide Keld’s
company being the sole representative in the
country and stretching the PAIMA reach a little
further into northern Europe.

Almost all of the work done by European
Removal & Storage in Denmark is
international. Keld says he will do domestic
moves when asked to do so by existing
clients but that is a small part of his
business. Much of the traffic goes to the
USA but Keld also has a reliable stream
of enquiries for the UK, South Africa, the
Middle East and, more recently, for
Australia and New Zealand.

Keld has built something of a
reputation as an innovator, an ideas
man. He takes a keen interest in every
aspect of the industry and gets
involved enthusiastically in the
organizations to which his company
belongs. Both he and his Danish
Company will be a great asset to
PAIMA. Look out for him in Chicago.

E

he principle of contra account
entries between origin and
destination agencies is well

established in the international moving
industry. In many cases it works well
to reduce costs and administration.
Whilst accounts are roughly in
balance, everyone is happy. In fact,
even if there is an imbalance it can still
work fine provided the accounts are
reconciled regularly before they get
out of hand. That’s all very well, but
what happens when one side of the
relationship stops trading?

It’s a sad fact of life but, sometimes, moving
companies go out of business. It’s always been
that way but, with costs escalating and prices
under unprecedented pressure, it’s happening

a lot nowadays. When there has been a habit
of contra accounting between two companies
for a long time, both parties can feel
comfortable that while you owe us as much as
we owe you, we are fine. Oh no you are not!

If a company calls in the receivers, they will be
interested only in what money is owed to them.
The receivers will gather in money from their
debtors first, then assess the remaining wealth

of the company, pay first call creditors then
distribute what’s left proportionately.
So, the warning, in these perilous times, is to
make sure that you are confident about the
financial standing of your partners, especially if
you use contra accounting in this way.

If you have any doubts you would be well
advised to put your financial arrangements on
a more traditional footing quickly, before you
find yourself unexpectedly out of pocket.

T

Take care
with contras

PAIMA recruits its first Danish member
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TONNAGE REPORT

The following table shows the tonnage exchanged between PAIMA
members as of 1 August, 2019

Company Total Booked Booked Tonnage
G-INTER TRANSPORTES LTDA ,
Barueri / São Paulo, Brazil 320 1,344,836
CARL HARTMANN GMBH & CO KG,
Bremen D-28195, Germany 171 959,782
AIRES, Pittsburgh, USA 255 924,237
RODI CARGO INTERNATIONAL GROUP,
Carolina, Puerto Rico 117 606,571
DEWITT MOVE WORLDWIDE, San Diego, USA 120 496,904
TRAFIMAR RELOCATION SERVICES,
Naucalpan de Juarez, Mexico 85 426,272
SWISS MOVING SERVICE AG, 8952
Schlieren Zurich, Switzerland 63 408,042
STEVENS INTERNATIONAL, Fort Wayne, USA 91 337,564
SWISS GLOBAL MOVERS, Guatemala City,
Guatemala 60 272,290
MERCOVAN ARGENTINA SRL, Buenos Aires
CP 1429, Argentina 40 243,721
ORIENT EXPRESS FORWARDING PTY,
Singapore, Singapore 68 231,935
TEAMWORK INTL. MOVING, Osasco, Brazil 47 231,920
RODI CARGO INTERNATIONAL, Miami, USA 45 225,458
GALLEON INT. SHIPPING CO. LTD,
Aveley Essex, United Kingdom 56 224,263
MAGNA THOMSON INTL MOVERS LTD.,
Johannesburg, South Africa 38 205,289
GLOBAL MOVING AND SHIPPING BV,
Vught, Netherlands 71 205,153
HENK INTERNATIONAL GmbH, Dusseldorf, Germany 40 199,194
NFB INTERNATIONAL RELOCATIONS AS,
1351 Rud (Oslo), Norway 61 188,899
UNIPACK GLOBAL RELOCATION, Carlsbad, USA 63 186,103
WICKMAN WORLDWIDE SERVICES, INC., Fishers, USA 32 173,918
EXPRESS INTERNATIONAL GROUP, Cairo, Egypt 11 157,456
P.M. RELOCATIONS PVT. LTD., New Delhi, India 120 144,699
G-INTER MIAMI, Doral, USA 14 139,392
MUDANZAS INTL GLOBAL, C.A., Caracas, Venezuela 68 136,632
MOVING SYSTEMS S.A.C., Lima 1, Peru 23 134,266
HUMBOLDT INTERNATIONAL, Boston (Canton), USA 30 133,843
AUTOTRANSPORTES INTERNACIONALES
S DE R. L. DE C.V, Mexico City, Mexico 23 130,616
GERSON & GREY TRANSPORTES LTDA.,Sao Paulo, Brazil 29 125,327
FRIEDRICH KURZ GmbH, 35578 Wetzlar, Germany 23 122,066
JJ MARI INTERNATIONAL MOVERS, Caracas, Venezuela 23 121,925
DEMECO SAS, Vincennes, France 35 115,340
BURKE BROS MOVING GROUP LTD.,
Wolverhampton, United Kingdom 13 113,014
GREEN INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS
SERVICES P.L.C, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 11 108,397
GOETZ MOVING & STORAGE, INC.,
Paranaque City, Philippines 33 106,221
AMR INTERNATIONAL RELOCATION, Shanghai, China 30 101,164
CONROY REMOVALS LTD., Napier, New Zealand 17 98,641

PIONEER MOVERS SDN BHD, Kuala Lampur, Malaysia 26 94,268
MASSTRANS FREIGHT L.L.C., DUBAI, UAE 12 82,020
GLOBAL INTERNATIONAL RELOCATION, Lisbon, Portugal 19 70,119
MULTI TRANSPORTES MEX, S.A. DE C.V.,
Mexico City, Mexico 16 68,645
EXPRESS TRANSPORTS, S.A., Lima, Peru 15 68,103
MUDANZAS INTERNATIONAL,
Tegucigalpa, Honduras 17 68,005
GLOBAL MOVING & STORAGE LTD, Yangon, Myanmar 15 66,770
MUDANZAS GOU, S. A. DE C. V., Azcapotzalco, Mexico 13 65,871
EDELWEISS SPEDITION, Martinez, Argentina 8 63,296
CIME, Tlalnepantla, Mexico 7 61,534
CONOTE SERVICES LIMITED, Nigeria 8 59,026
GLOBAL PACKING INTERNATIONAL
MOVERS LTDA, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 20 58,276
EUROPEAN REMOVAL & STORAGE CO.,
Taastrup, Denmark 15 58,264
MORENO INTL, S.A. DE C.V., Monterrey, Mexico 3 55,608
EUROPEAN RELOCATION SERVICES, Marseille, France 11 55,155
NEYGI MOVING SRL, Buenos Aires, Argentina 12 54,457
MYANMAR EXPRESS INTERNATIONAL
MOVING SERVICES CO., LTD.,Yangon, Myanmar 12 48,462
SMART RELOCATORS PTE LTD, Singapore, Singapore 15 39,689
ACE INTERNATIONAL MOVERS & LOGISTICS,
Jakarta, Indonesia" 7 38,611
BALBOA MOVERS, INC., Panama City, Panama 11 37,876
ABC MUDANZAS S.A., San Jose, Costa Rica 9 34,157
SERVILE RELOCATIONS PVT LTD., Mumbai, India 14 29,874
BOONMA MOVING & STORAGE CO LTD.,
Bangkok, Thailand 12 28,761
BLISS MOVING & LOGISTICS SRL, Rome, Italy 12 21,340
A-CROSS CORPORATION, Tokyo , Japan 15 19,190
INBOLPACK SRL, La Paz, Bolivia 2 19,190
ALS MOVERS (CHILE) S.A., Santiago, Chile 4 15,376
TRANS-GLOBAL RELOCATIONS (PVT) LTD,
Colombo 15, Sri Lanka 1 13,980
MUDINMAR, Valencia, Spain 1 13,007
GEOMETRA WORLDWIDE MOVERS PTE.LTD,
Singapore, Singapore 5 10,498
MEXPACK INTERNATIONAL REMOVALS,
Mexico City, Mexico 1 8,481
ORIENT INTL. RELOCATIONS,
Kathmandu 11, Nepal 2 7,687
SOBOLAK INTERNATIONAL GMBH, Leobendorf, Austria 4 6,791
CLINTUS NETWORK LIMITED, New Delhi, India 2 5,836
PREMIER RELOCATION LTD, Sutton, UK 1 5,825
ASIA PRIME RELOCATIONS VIET CO., LTD.,
Hanoi, Vietnam 1 4,299
SANCALSA INTL SERVICES, San Pablo Xalpa, Mexico 2 2,700
HIGH RELOCATIONS WORLDWIDE, Seoul , South Korea 1 1,613
ROYAL RELOCATIONS MALAYSIA,
Selangor, Malaysia 1 1,342

Company Total Booked Booked Tonnage
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Total Booked

2,698
Total Booked Tonnage

11,545,352

PAIMA tonnage worldwide
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riGlobal has been around for a while now, but
who hasn’t in this industry. We started 15
years ago as a small lead generator; helping

independent Dutch movers to manage the Internet
and find new customers online. Today, we employ
over 25 people and our worldwide network
connects more than 500 moving companies in 80+
countries to online consumers.

The moving industry is under pressure
With so many years under our belt, we’ve learned a thing or
two about the industry and its movers. They are passionate,
proud and outrageously hard-working. These days, however,
this does not always account for healthy returns. Profits are
lower than ever, prices are soaring and labor is hard to come
by. That’s without the added pressure of new low-cost
competitors and the changing expectations of the modern
consumer.

The more efficient, the higher the margins
In our opinion, the success of the moving industry requires
that moving companies remain independent and profitable.
To achieve this, increased efficiency, open collaboration and
effective use of technology is paramount. This is where our
job begins.

More than
just leads
By Brielle Jones (above right),
Marketing and Sales
Manager, TriGlobal

T
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A place for movers and consumers to
connect
Our products have come a long way since 2004
and so too has our mission. In addition to
providing the highest quality of leads in the
market, we believe in a transparent moving
industry. Moving companies and consumers can
benefit from one another by connecting. This is
why we invented Sirelo. An independent moving
platform that gives value to the industry as a
whole. A space where consumers can easily find
a variety of movers, see their reviews and request
a move. It also provides detailed moving related
information such as how to calculate a move and
what to expect when moving. Movers are
similarly invited to comment on reviews, invite
customers to leave reviews and benefit from new
and free business when a customer clicks on their
profile.

Sirelo can also assist the industry to learn.
We collect a large array of data from both
movers and consumers. This can support the
industry to analyze, understand and prepare for
what’s ahead. For more information head to
Sirelo.org or ask our Sirelo team for more
information - support@sirelo.org.

Share your load
In 2017, we noticed that the industry needed
some extra help, especially in terms of costly on-
road inefficiency. The Load Exchange was

created as a mover-exclusive, B2B platform,
where moving companies can trade, share
and quote on open loads with other
European movers. During the low
season, movers can find more work
and when high season hits, there’s
a place to safely exchange loads
with like-minded companies. If
this sounds useful to you, please
ask us for your free log-in details
and start using the Load Exchange
today - info@triglbal.org.

Coming soon: Premium leads
Our most recent innovation feeds into the latest
challenge to our industry; the ‘have it now’
consumer. With premium pre-surveyed leads, we
want to keep moving companies in the game by
reducing the risk, time and cost it takes to survey
and contact each lead. How you may ask?
Contact us for more information, or make sure to
arrange a meeting with us at the PAIMA
conference.

Learn and evolve together
TriGlobal is excited to be a part of PAIMA as we
heavily rely on independent associations to help
screen and uphold the quality of movers in the
industry. More than that, we value the dialogue
and are open to share our knowledge.

Looking forward to meeting you all again at this
year’s conference!

The DeWitt Companies is an integrated network
of five sister companies that provides logistics 
services for corporate, government and NGO 
clients all over the world.

• DOD, GSA, NGO-approved 
• Customized Logistics Solutions
• Specializing in Hawaii, Guam and Alaska

DEWITTMOVE.COM
info@dewittmove.com

Proud member of

It's Your World. We'll Move It.

THE DEWITT COMPANIES
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The PAIMA Report
relies on your stories.

If you have anything you
would like to tell your

PAIMA partners: new members
of staff, new services, new facilities,
charitable activities, and your thoughts about
the industry in general, please tell PAIMA
Report, and we’ll tell everyone else.

ALL
MEMBERS!

Please send your information,
and photographs, to the editor,
Steve Jordan, at
steve@thewordsworkshop.co.uk.
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ne of Canada’s largest and most
respected moving companies,
Tippet Richardson, has joined the

PAIMA network. The long-established
company - which has its roots in
Toronto - was founded in 1927 by Basil
Tippet and CA Richardson but has been
run by successive generations of the
Naylor family since 1944. In addition
to Toronto, the firm also has offices in
Vancouver, Calgary and Ottawa,
covering around 70% of the Canadian
population and with over 90 years of
trading is one of the most recognized
and trusted brands in the industry.

Scott Naylor, President of Tippet’s Toronto
operation puts the company’s longevity and
success down to a number of factors. “We have
always been innovative in the way we run the
business and have never been afraid to put new
ideas into practice and embrace technology,”
said Scott. “But I think our main strength comes
from the way knowledge has been passed
down the generations and we continue to do
that today. Owning our warehouses helps too
because we don’t have to pay rent to someone
else when business cycles change.”

The bulk of Tippet Richardson’s work is COD
business, particularly with what Scott describes
as ‘one-time corporate transferees’ who are
arranging their own moves with a lump sum

allowance. Customers going to or from Asia, the
Middle East and Europe, including the UK,
represent most of Tippet’s transferee business.
Two years ago, the company re-launched its
own relocation service and is now able to offer
a wide range of services to transferees moving
to and from Canada. Scott explained, “As an
example we provide services like rental
assistance, temporary accommodation, home
sales or purchases, school search, and expense
management to help our transferees settle in to
their new environment. We do far more than just
forward people’s household goods.”

Tippet Richardson is already a member of
several trade associations. By joining PAIMA the
company hopes to meet new partners and trade
tonnage in what Scott described as “a more
intimate basis” than with the larger associations.
As well as handling shipments into Canada,
Tippet Richardson can also distribute tonnage to
most parts of the USA. “We have our own 48-
state running authority in the USA, so rather
than sending smaller LCL shipments from Europe
and the Middle East directly to the USA, many
of our customers find it more economical to use
our groupage service through the port of
Toronto. We will, of course, be happy to offer
this unique TR groupage service to PAIMA
members who will have access to these rates
with our new online TR rate calculator,”
said Scott.

O

Canada’s Tippet Richardson
joins PAIMA
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he PAIMA Report is available for
all to read on the PAIMA website.
The complete record dates back to

2011 but the PAIMA office has recently
unearthed and scanned some much
older documents to provide an even
more comprehensive historical record.
Some of the PAIMA Reports dating
back as far as the winter of 1998
have now been included for your
entertainment and to stimulate a few
memories.

Specifically, the old magazines are
from:

PAIMA REPORT – Winter 1998

PAIMA REPORT – Spring Edition – June 1999

PAIMA REPORT – Spring Edition 2000

PAIMA REPORT – Spring Edition 2001

PAIMA REPORT – Winter Edition 2001-2002

PAIMA REPORT – Spring Edition 2002

PAIMA REPORT – Fall Edition 2002

PAIMA REPORT – Winter Edition 2002-2003

PAIMA REPORT – October 2009

It is possible that you might also have archival
copies of the PAIMA Report languishing in your
offices. If you do, please send them to Tony at
the head office so he can scan them and
include them for all to enjoy.

He promises to let you have them back.

Photo below: PAIMA Report Winter 1998T

PAIMA Report back issues
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2019

� ARGENVANS TRANSPORTES
� EDELWEISS SPEDITION
� MERCOVAN

ARGENTINA SRL
� NEYGI MOVING SRL

� CHESS J. WILSON
REMOVALS - MELBOURNE

� SOBOLAK INTERNATIONAL

� EXPRESS CARGO
SERVICES S.R.L.

� INBOLPACK SRL
� TOTAL BOLIVIAN MOVERS

� ATLANTIS INTERNATIONAL
� BRAZIL LINK

MUDANCAS LTDA - ME
� CONFIANCA

MUDANCAS &
TRANSPORTES LTDA

� COSMOPOLITAN
TRANSPORTES LTDA

� G INTER (GRANERO
INTERNATIONAL)

� GERSON & GREY
TRANSPORTES LTDA

� GLOBAL PACKING
INTERNATIONAL
MOVERS LTDA

� TEAMWORK
INTERNATIONAL
MOVING

� TRANSWORLD
MUDANCAS LTD

� CANADIAN
ASSOCIATION OF
MOVERS (CAM)

� INTERCONTINENTAL
VAN LINES, INC

� OUTAOUAIS MOVING INC
� TIPPET RICHARDSON

� ALS MOVERS
(CHILE) S.A.

� AMERICAN MOVING
SERVICES (AMS)

� REMSSA S.A.

� AMR INTERNATIONAL
RELOCATION

� NEWLAND INTL
MOVING

� JB LOGISTICS LTDA
� TRANSPACK LTDA

� ABC MUDANZAS
� APA WORLDWIDE

MOVERS

� EUROPEAN REMOVAL
& STORAGE CO

� L&G INTERNATIONAL
MOVERS, S.A.

� LA ROSA DEL MONTE
� LATINO EXPRESS, S.A

� EXPRESS INTL GROUP

� MUDANZAS
INTERNACIONALES,
S.A. (MUDISA)

� GREEN
INTERNATIONAL
LOGISTICS

� FREIGHT SERVICES
FIJI LTD

� DEMECO SAS
� EUROPEAN

RELOCATION SERVICES
� LES GENTLEMEN DU

DEMENAGEMENT
� NEER SERVICE FRANCE
� SOGEDEM

EUROPACKING

� CARL HARTMANN
GMBH & CO KG

� FRIEDRICK KURZ GMBH
� HENK INTERNATIONAL
� SCHENKER

DEUTSCHLAND AG

� SWISS GLOBAL MOVERS

� MUDANZAS AIRLIFT
INTERNATIONAL

� MUDANZAS
INTERNATIONAL

� RELOSMART

� CLINTUS NETWORK
LIMITED

� IGL RELOCATION
� LINKINDIA LOGISTICS

PVT LTD
� P.M. RELOCATIONS

PVT LTD
� SERVILE RELOCATIONS

PRIVATE LIMITED

� ACE INTERNATIONAL
� PT KELLYS EXPRESS

� CARELINE

� SONIGO
INTERNATIONAL
SHIPPING & MOVING

� CITTADINI S.p.A.
� BLISS MOVING &

LOGISTICS
� T&T SERVICES INTL

� A-CROSS CORPORATION
� KOKUSAI EXPRESS

� FF INTERNATIONAL
MOVERS

� PIONEER MOVERS
� ROYAL RELOCATIONS

MALAYSIA

� AUTOTRANSPORTES
INTERNATIONAL

� CIME COMPANIA
INTERNACIONAL DE
MUDANZAS Y
EMBARQUES SA DE CV

� MEXPACK INTERNATIONAL
REMOVALS

� MORENO INTERNATIONAL,
S.A. DE C.V.

� MUDANZAS GOU
� MULTI TRANSPORTES MEX,

S.A. DE C.V.
� SANCALSA

INTERNATIONAL SERVICES
� TRAFIMAR RELOCATION

SERVICES, S.A. DE C.V.
� TRANSCONTAINER

MEMBERS
Argentina

Australia

Bolivia

Brazil

Canada

Chile

China

Colombia

Costa Rica

Dominican Republic

El Salvador

Fiji Islands

France

Germany

Guatemala

Honduras

Hong Kong

India

Indonesia

Ireland

Italy

Japan

Latvia

Malaysia

Mexico

Ethiopia

Egypt

Israel

Denmark

Austria

www.paimamovers.com30
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� GLOBAL MOVING &
STORAGE LTD

� MYANMAR EXPRESS
INTERNATIONAL MOVING
SERVICES CO. LTD

� ORIENT INTL.
RELOCATIONS

� CONROY REMOVALS LTD

� MUDANZASMUNDIALES,S.A.

� KOEMAN NIGERIA LTD
� CONOTE SERVICES LTD

� NFB INTERNATIONAL
RELOCATIONS

� BALBOA INTERNATIONAL, S.A
� BLU LOGISTICS
� PANAMA INTERMOVING

RELOCATIONS

� ASUNCION VANPACK SRL

� ATLAS INTERNATIONAL
SERVICE, S.A.

� DOOR TO DOOR
TRANSPORTS, S.A.C.

� EXPRESS TRANSPORTS, S.A.
� MOVING SYSTEMS S.A.C.

� GOETZ MOVING &
STORAGE, INC

� PREMIER INTERNATIONAL
MOVERS

� GLOBAL INTERNATIONAL
RELOCATION

� GARCIA TRUCKING
SERVICE, INC

� LA ROSA DEL MONTE
(PUERTO RICO)

� RODICARGO INTERNATIONAL
GROUP (PUERTO RICO)

� INTEGRATED LOGISTICS

� TERRA MOVING

� CROWN LINE PTY LTD
� GEOMETRA WORLDWIDE

MOVERS PTE LTD
� ORIENT EXPRESS

FORWARDING PTE LTD
� RAFFLES RELOCATION &

MOBILITY
� SMART RELOCATORS PTE LTD

� MAGNA THOMSON
INTERNATIONAL MOVERS
(PTY) LTD

� HIGH RELOCATION
WORLDWIDE - KOREA

� PUMYANG SHIPPING
CO. LTD

� GRUPO AMYGO, S.A.
� MUDANZAS TRALLERO, S.A.
� MUDINMAR MOBILITY
� PASSER MOVERS SL

� TRANS-GLOBAL
RELOCATIONS (PVT) LTD

� SWISSMOVING SERVICE AG

� GREEN VAN
INTERNATIONAL CO, LTD

� BOONMA MOVING
& STORAGE

� GLOBAL MOVING AND
STORAGE

� TRIGLOBAL BV

� BOB LYNCH MOVING &
STORAGE, INC

� FUSION SPECIALIZED
SHIPPING

� ISS WORLDWIDE MOVERS
� MASSTRANS FREIGHT LLC
� TOTAL MOVING

& STORING LLC

� ARROWPAK
INTERNATIONAL
MOVERS

� BURKE BROS MOVING
GROUP LTD

� GALLEON INTERNATIONAL
SHIPPING CO, LTD

� GERSON RELOCATION
� PREMIER RELOCATION LTD

� INTERTRAFIK SRL

� AIR ANIMAL PET MOVERS
� AIRES
� BLASON INTERNATIONAL

MOVERS

� DEWITT MOVE
WORLDWIDE

� G-INTER - USA
� HUMBOLDT

INTERNATIONAL
� INTERAMERICAN MOVERS

& FORWARDERS LLC
� LA ROSA DEL MONTE USA
� MITCHELL MOVING

& STORAGE
� NEW HAVEN MOVING

EQUIPMENT
� OMEGA FORWARDING

GROUP, LLC
� RELOCATION INSURANCE

GROUP
� RODICARGO INTERNATIONAL
� SENTRY INTERNATIONAL -

DBA SUDDATH
INTERNATIONAL

� STEVENS INTERNATIONAL
� TG INTERNATIONAL

INSURANCEBROKERAGE, INC
� UNIPACK GLOBAL

RELOCATIONS
� WICKMAN WORLDWIDE

SERVICES, INC
� WITHERS WORLDWIDE

� EQUIXPRESS, C.A.
� J J MARI INTERNATIONAL

MOVERS
� MUDANZAS

INTERNACIONALES
GLOBAL, C.A.

� ASIA PRIME RELOCATION

� CHAVILON
INTERNATIONAL MOVERS
& LOG. LTD.

MEMBERS
Myanmar

Nepal

New Zealand

Nicaragua

Nigeria

Norway

Panama

Peru

Philippines

Portugal

Puerto Rico

Qatar

Russia

South Africa

South Korea

Spain

Sri Lanka

Switzerland

Singapore

U.S. Virgin Islands

United Arab Emirates

United Kingdom

Uruguay

Taiwan

Thailand

2019

USA

Venezuela

Zimbabwe

Paraguay

Vietnam

USA (continued)

The Netherlands
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Region I - North America - Canada
& Mexico

Alexandra Schmidt
Mexpack International Removals
Mexico City, Mexico
Email: info@mexpack.com

Region II - Central America
& Caribbean

Fabian Ortiz
APA Worldwide Movers
San Jose, Costa Rica
Email: fortiz@apaworldwidemovers.com

Region III - South America

Andreas Lindinger
ALS Movers (Chile) S.A.
Santiago, Chile
Email: alindinger@alsmovers.cl

Region IV - Europe

Bjorn Carlsen
NFB International Relocations AS
Norway
Email: bjorn.carlsen@nfbir.com

Region V - Africa

Kehinde Arowoselu
Koeman Nigeria Limited
Lagos, Nigeria
Email: arowoselu@koemannigeria.com

Region VI - Middle East

Arvind Joshi
Clintus Network Limited
New Delhi, India
Email: arvind@clintus.com

Region VII - Asia

Sudeep Shah
Orient International Relocations
Kathmandu, Nepal
Email: moving@orientfreightgroup.com

Region VIII - Australia/New Zealand

Fiona Conroy
Conroy Removals
Auckland, New Zealand
Email: fionac@conroy.co.nz

REGIONAL
DIRECTORS
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